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Heizer Defense introduces the “Pocket AR” Pistol in .223 at NRA SHow 

Pevely Missouri 04/21/2014 
 

Heizer Defense the designer of the PS1 “Pocket Shotgun” Pistol has done it again. 
Heizer is proud to introduce the PAR1 Pocket AR Pistol in .223 and will be showing the product to NRA 
members in Indianapolis. 
 
Gary Ramey, GM/COO of Heizer Defense noted “The PAR1 Pocket AR Pistol has had an unbelievable 
response from the industry. The PAR1 will be a small IPhone-sized pistol chambered in .223 and use the 
same reliable stainless steel frame as the PS1 Pocket Shotgun Pistol. We use only certified American 
stainless steel with a radiussed grip that is ergonomically designed. That is a key reason our pistols are 
comfortable to shoot and can handle the .223 cartridge. The PAR1 is just one more step in our product 
extensions and planned new product launches for this year. We’ll be adding more calibers and other new 
firearms shortly”. 
 
Tom Heizer, Principal of Heizer Defense commented “The PS1 has been well-received and we have a strong 
response for PAR1 as well. We are adding capacity to keep up with consumer demand and will launch this 
pistol in July. We already have orders for the PAR1 and expect a great rollout. We’ll be showing both the 
PAR1 Pocket AR Pistol and the PS1 Pocket Shotgun Pistol at the NRA Show in Indianapolis. We invite all 
attendees to stop by Booth #6274 to see the pistols”.  
 
For more information on the Heizer Defense products, visit www.heizerdefense.com 
 
 
Heizer Defense is a state-of-the-art, high technology Firearm Company based in Pevely, Missouri. 
Heizer Defense is an affiliated company of Heizer Aerospace. Founded in 1962, they manufacture fracture 
critical components for aerospace companies, NASA and the military.  
Heizer Defense Engineers apply the same military technology to create high quality firearms.  
  
Heizer Defense was founded by Charlie Heizer who escaped from war-torn Hungary over 50 years ago.  
He has dedicated his life to engineering solutions that support American values and freedom.  
 
For additional information, visit: www.heizerdefense.com 
Or visit us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Heizer-Defense/370042029747761 
For direct contact, email us at: marketing@heizerdefense.com 
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